
 

                      

 

VIRTUAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION: TIPS, TRICKS & PITFALLS 

 

12 Wentworth Selborne Chambers has embraced “remote dispute resolution”, providing virtual advocacy, 

advisory and ADR services through 12 Online.  This fact sheet provides practical tips about participating in 

dispute resolution by telephone and audio-visual means. 

 

1. Reliable internet connection 

 

An unstable connection will routinely drop out, frustrating you, the Court and opponents. Check minimum 

bandwith requirements for the software platforms you will be using. Test your technology and equipment 

ahead of time. 

 

2. Virtual etiquette 

 

Courts have been sending reminders of attire standards to those appearing in virtual court.  You might be at 

home, but you should look like you’re at work. 

 

Think about what else your microphone and camera can pick up. If you’re not speaking, it’s good practice to 

have your microphone on mute, especially if you are typing notes, or shuffling papers. A headset can assist 

with audio clarity including minimising or eliminating feedback and background noise.  

 

Remember that everyone on your video conference can see what is behind you. Find a quiet and private 

location so as to limit interruptions and distractions. Some videoconference software also allows you to select 

a “virtual background” so that your home is not on display. The County Court of Victoria has suggested 

practitioners use this virtual background. 

 

3. Communicating with your legal team 

 

The virtual equivalent to passing notes or whispering, legal teams need to be able to communicate privately 

and quickly. There are a number of ways this can be done.  Email is one such way, but there can be a delay 

between pressing send and the message being received, and often time is critical.   

 

Other options include: 

- Using iMessage or another group message app such as WhatsApp or Viber. Group chats can be established 

with solicitors and counsel. Start the group with a Liability Limited disclaimer or reminder of privilege if 

you need to. Keep a record of the chat (group messaging software often has a back-up feature in-built). 

- Using the private chat function in video-conferencing software. 

- If you’re connected to proceedings by video, you could also have a separate (and muted) mobile phone 

call so you can speak privately with your legal team when you need. 

 

4. Managing documents 

 

In virtual mediation, parties can share documents by email or file sharing link.  For court proceedings, 

documents are typically provided to Chambers in advance, either by email, file sharing link or in hard copy.   
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Some Courts have embraced online file-sharing systems, such as Dropbox. These can be used to tender 

documents, or show documents to witnesses during proceedings. Another option is to use “screen sharing” 

tools in video-conferencing software. Don’t forget this will share your whole screen,  so keep notes on a 

separate device. 

 

5. Expect issues 

 

There will be delays in virtual proceedings not experienced in face-to-face matters, including while parties 

connect or documents are located. There will also be a general transmission delay (the “ping”). Parties might 

freeze or drop-out and need time to re-connect. Allow extra time to account for these issues. 


